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Lecture 3     

Limitations of the methodology of neoclassical economics 

Every microeconomics text-books starts of with a chapter on the methodology 

of the economics being taught.  There is usually a differentiation between  

 

(a) “positive economics” (as popularised by Milton Friedman): Positive 

economics is supposed to represent economic theory about “how the world 

is”; supposed to be a pure scientific “objective” analysis, without any 

“subjective” judgments being made by the economist.  eg you cannot ask: is 

the world better if you take one dollar from the rich to give it to the poor. 

 

and 

 

(b) “normative economics” (sometimes referred to as welfare economics):  

supposedly deals with questions about “how the world ought to be”; and 

supposedly allows the economist to bring in subjective judgments about 

what can make the world “better”.  eg you can ask is the world is better off if 

a dollar is taken from the rich and given to the poor. 
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The method of positive neoclassical economics is supposed to be : 

Observe Real World 

 

 

Experimental abstraction    Theoretical  abstraction 

 

Experimental design    Logical model 

 

Experimentation     Logical argument 

 

Observations     Logical conclusions 

 

Statistical interpretation    Theoretical interpretation 

     

 

Check with Real World 
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This whole methodological approach seems “reasonable”  but...  

Over the years, many radical economists have doubted whether the so-called 

positive neoclassical micro-economics is as “objective”  as it seems i.e without 

any bias. 

 

Keep the  following criticisms in mind throughout this course- some we will 

come back to during the detailed discussions 

 

The criticisms may be divided roughly into two sets/categories 

 

1. There are critical assumptions of neoclassical theory for which no 

 justification is provided whatsoever: yet the kinds of  problems our 

 society faces, suggests we do need to re-examine these. 

 

2. The body of neoclassical economics operates as a self-protecting 

 “normal science”, forcing people to think only “inside the box” - which 

 acts almost as a political system, and that creates fundamental 

 limitations to this body of knowledge. 
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1. The assumptions which are not justified and which may 

discourage alternative solutions to economic problems 

(a) It is assumed that the current distribution of wealth and authority 
 (whatever they are) or control over wealth should be taken as a “given 
 fact” which decides how resource allocation solutions are examined. 

 

 Note how often the neoclassical paradigm starts with the phrase “given 
 a particular endowment of goods or factors” how will the agent react 
 in the  market to ... etc.  etc.    

 

  Should this assumption be challenged? 

 

 Does a child from a poor family born with the same intelligence as a 
 child from a wealthy family have exactly the same economic 
 opportunities to take part in the economy and “grow”? 

 

 What if historically, often because of wars, etc., dispossession of 
 families  etc, there has emerged grossly unequal distribution of 
 resources? 
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e.g. Efficient land use is at the heart of many development issues in Fiji for 

 indigenous Fijian development 

 

 rural development 

 

 the nation’s food security  

 

 solutions to problems caused by rural:urban drift 

 

 balance of payments problems (food and fuel imports)   

 

But 95% of Fiji’s land is owned by indigenous Fijians 

 

And the management is vested in a body called the NLTB. 
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What is NLTB?   Not a Fijian institution. Historically ..  

Before colonisation there existed patterns of  land ownership, control and use. 

Key question: what was the role of chiefs then and what was their entitlement? 

 

After colonisation (1874), some of the best agricultural land was “alienated” as “free-
hold” land, largely because the British thought that the only way to make the colony 
“self-financing” was to ensure that the sugar industry (CSR then) had access to good 
agricultural land (and copra plantations etc) 

 

For native land, a new set of land use rules were created by the British Colonial 
Government with a Native Land Trust Board managing the land and deciding on how the 
rents should be shared: eg chiefs of “land-owning units” receiving some 50 percent of the 
rent from the lease of the land.   

 

Native land owners do not have any security of tenure over their own land; hence unable 
to take out loans because of a lack of collateral; hence abysmal loans to agriculture; 

 

Few Fijians are involved in commercial agriculture. 

 

While many Fijians prefer to buy freehold land at great expense, even if they have 
mataqali land 
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When examining the possibilities of increasing the efficiency of land use in Fiji 

Do you take the current control of native land by the NLTB as a “given” fact 
that cannot be changed? 

 

Or do you go outside the box and also review what is a known historical 
creation by the British Colonial Government, an external agent? 

 

What does moving from the basic assumption imply for possible changes to land 
“ownership”,   “control”, and  “land-use” 

 

Should these questions be left to the FAB and the NLTB or the GCC? 

 

What role does a lawfully elected Government have to play?  

 

What role should a non-elected government play?  Use military decrees? 

 

Note: the Chinese Revolution which set the basis for today’s modern Chinese 
economic miracle was done by an unelected Communist dictatorship (Mao) 

 

But what about the long-term sustainability of land leases created by military 
decree?  
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(b)   How appropriate is the individual as a fundamental unit of analysis 

The reality of all societies is that while individuals do make decisions about 

their own welfare, there are wider social groupings whose interests are looked 

after (or “maximised”) 

 

 households:  share food, shelter, incomes, expenditures 

 extended families: all kinds of relations may need to be looked after 

 mataqali 

 ethnic groups 

 regional groups? 

 

In many Pacific societies, groupings can be far more important than individuals, 

often with individuals sacrificing their own or family interest “for the greater 

good”. 

 

Are these “groupings” dissolving with “globalisation”? 
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(c)  To what extent is the capitalist market and forces of supply, demand 

appropriate in describing the allocation of resources in our economies? 

eg  1. to what extent are our people still engaging in co-operative endeavours in 
producing, distributing, consuming and accumulating? 

 

 - look at communal work in villages, solis, reguregu 

 

eg. 2.  what proportion of our peoples’ labour is “allocated” in household work, 
which is not bought and sold in the market at all? eg in 2004 

 

 Person years of Paid Work   299 thousands 

  

 Person years of Unpaid Household Work 307 thousands 

 

Unpaid household work comprises 51% of all work done in the Fiji economy in 
2004-05;   

 

And yet not treated much in neoclassical micro-economics 

 

We will have 3 lectures on gender economics in this course. 
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(d) Does the neoclassical circular flow model ignore critical 

global inputs and outputs which impact on the sustainability of 

planet earth and on every country? 

While neoclassical microeconomics concerns itself with consumers, households 

and firms within particular economies 

 

The world eco-system has a sensitive balance between the solar energy entering 

it, and heat that is produced by plants, animals and in the last 200 yrs, the 

factories 

 

Firms, supposedly responding to consumer demands, and driven by profitability 

are using up non-renewable resources like coal, oil, forests at an accelerating 

rate 

 

Destroying natural habitats and innumerable plant and animal species which are 

irreplaceable, and price-less (we just don’t know their value) 
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What is the future of Kiribati and Tuvalu, if Global Warming does occur  

and sea levels rise? 

Our economies produce not just goods and services, but pollution of all kinds 

including stuff that may destroy the ozone layer, may totally disturb the solar 

energy balance of planet earth and cause global warming,  

 

leading to all kinds of possible catastrophes: agriculture, oceans, marine life, 

climate, with possibilities of ocean levels rising, putting countries under water. 

  

Our scientists fiddle with genetic engineering in plants and animal species, 

whose outcomes we are totally ignorant of. 

 

Global multinationals destroy local economies, products, and cultures which 

have survived thousands of years. 
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(e) Is the state a neutral referee in the economy 

working for the pubic interest? 

This “public interest” is hardly ever defined, although there is now a lot of 
economic theorising (“public choice” theories) about how one finds out exactly  
“what is the public’s wish on any particular issue” (Arrow’s Impossibility 
Theorem) 

 

But can the “state” be captured by interest groups?  businesses? labour? ethnic 
groups? the military? 

 

eg Can state policy be be made to serve the special interests of the “business 
classes” or “business elites” or “labour unions” or “ethnic groups” or the 
“military” who may use state power to protect vested interests through decisions 
on   

 government expenditure taxation  tariff protection 
 state subsidies  state contracts infrastructure expenditure 

 state employment  allocation of aid 

 

Why does economics largely ignore the politics of public decision-making 
which clearly has powerful influence on allocation of resources in all PICs? 
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2. The limitations of “Normal Science”  

or “neoclassical paradigm” 

Kuhn brilliantly explained (“The nature of scientific revolutions”) how 

neoclassical economics may be seen as a “self-perpetuating system of knowledge”  

 

the researchers and practitioners form a visible or invisible “college” (or “gang”) 

who use agreed upon concepts, methodology, techniques 

to solve mutually agreed upon problems 

who decide who should be designated as the “experts” in the field. 

who decide who should be the judges of their efforts 

 

The problems examined are usually of a marginal nature (not challenging the 

entire system) 

 

The problems usually do not include inter-generational issues and impacts 

 

The opposite of normal science:   “paradigm shift”- or “thinking outside the box”. 
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(a)For example in consumer theory  

(similar stuff in producer theory)  

The moment one defines that the consumer’s well-being is described by a utility 

function:  U(x, y, z ..)  

 

where “utility” can only be increased by increasing the material consumption of 

x, y, and z 

 

Then you end up with maximising mathematical functions and techniques 

 

Where anyone (rich or poor) MUST consume more materially in order to 

improve their welfare eg even the RICHEST person in the world must consume 

more, despite their already high wealth, incomes and consumption 

 

There is no place for people becoming better off by voluntarily reducing their 

material consumption (although odd analysis here and there of “altruism” as a 

good). 

 

One cannot discuss other social goals such as “basic needs of the poor”. 
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(b) Look at many economics journals  

(although there are many good exceptions)  

Full of mathematical modeling 

 

As divorced from real world problems as you can get 

 

Many schools of economics will conclude that if you don’t understand these 
complex mathematical models, you are not an “expert economist”; not to be 
listened to; not to be promoted to professorships etc 

 

The science itself becomes a barrier to learning about the economy. 

 

Implicitly, there is also a rejection of any alternative way of analyzing some 
critical resource allocation decision: such as the historical, political economy 
approach. 

 

Or common sense. 
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(c) “Your personal budget constraint” versus “basic human rights”? 

The provision of education services may be considered purely as the provision 

of any other private good- you buy whatever your income and wealth allows 

you to, given your preferences and your prices    OR 

 

Or, as in public finance, it may be considered as a “mixed good” with elements 

of a “public good” (positive externality) which may justify some state subsidies 

 

But what if you consider it as a “basic human right” of all individuals, 

according to internationally accepted norms and conventions agreed to by the 

United Nations and all our governments? 

 

If the last line is accepted, and the argument is extended to medical services, 

freedom from hunger, adequate housing etc.. then there is a huge range of 

resource allocation problems that our societies need to tackle NOT from the 

point of view of the typical neoclassical consumer problem “given a personal 

endowment of resources, individual preferences, and market prices....” but from 

a responsibility to satisfy basic human needs. 
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(d) undervaluing benefits to the future generations 

Pervasive use of discount rates in financial analysis- for firms, individuals, etc 

especially in cost-benefit analysis etc 

 

Interest rate is the “time value of money” i.e. that a dollar now can be made to 

grow in the future;  hence a dollar in the future should be worth less than a 

dollar today 

 

But it ALSO implies that a dollar value received by your grand-children MUST 

be valued less than a dollar you can receive today. eg at 15% discount rate, $1 

received 20 years from now, must be valued at 6 cents only. The bigger the 

discount rate, they less you value future flows of benefits. 

 

Hence, all financial discounting confers bigger value on benefits to ourselves 

today and less to the future generations. 

 

Is the capitalist world driven by sheer selfishness, when it comes to inter-

generational issues? 
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So what do you conclude after this lecture?  

This lecture does not imply that neoclassical micro-economics is irrelevant to our 

understanding of our capitalist economies 

 

There are many elements which are extremely accurate and useful for understanding 

what is going on at the micro level (the “trees”), eg models of perfect competition or 

monopoly, and the benefits of free competitive markets.       

 

BUT there is also much going on which cannot be explained by the simple models we 

will be looking at, how “forests” are being changed, for better or worse. 

 

Much that needs other bodies of knowledge to understand the reality: 

 

eg consumer psychology to understand our changing consumer habits 

eg gender economics to understand the sexual division of labour in our society 

eg environmental and welfare economics to understand the extent of market failures 

eg political economy to understand major public finance decisions  
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Two essay questions in Final Examination (write 1 page each)  

(worth 10 marks out of 100- allocate your time accordingly) 

You investigate these questions on your own, using the Library, the Internet etc. 

Do not ask your tutors or any other lecturers. 

 

1. (a) The expenditure by the South African Government on the FIFA World 
 Cup was a gross mis-allocation of scarce tax-payers’ funds in a 
 poor developing country like South Africa. 

 

 (b) The expenditure was economically and socially justified. 

 

2. (a) According to some critics, the global operations of Coca Cola or 

Microsoft illustrate clearly the socially negative impacts of a multinational 
company exercising effective monopoly power. 

 

 (b) The opposing view is that Coca Cola (or Microsoft) do not really 
exercise any  monopoly power- since there are competing products or 
companies. 


